
The chromosome folding problem:
How to organize a 2 meter genome into a 20 micron nucleus?









Why study chromosome 
organization?



Human genome project-- now that we know our 
ATCGs, what do they mean?



Goal: Develop a parts list of 
functional elements in the human 
genome

https://www.encodeproject.org/

ENCODE: mapping functional states 
along the 1D genome



How is 1D functional organization 
related to 3D spatial organization?



Hi-C is a ‘molecular microscope’ for 
studying the 3D genome

High-throughput 
sequencing

Chromosome contact maps

Crosslinking to `freeze’ 
chromosomes in place



Hi-C reveals multiple hierarchical 
levels of chromosome organization

2009 2012 2015



Hi-C reveals multiple hierarchical 
levels of chromosome organization

2009 2012 2015

? ? ?



High-resolution Hi-C reveals a 
diversity of domain organization

Rao et al., 2014



Research Question:
How is the genome functionally organized around loops and domains?

?

?
Rao et al., 2014



Functional datasets examined:

Maksimenko 2014
Rudan 2015 

Ernst 2012

-- Transcription start sites 
(TSS)

-- ENCODE & Roadmap states 
(promoters, enhancers, insulators)

-- architectural proteins 
(CTCF, SMC3, Rad21)

http://www.frontiersin.org/people/u/117049
http://www.frontiersin.org/people/u/117049


Loop or Domain Corner

loop base/
domain 
border

loop base/
domain border

Method: aggregate analysis of genomic features 
around loops or domains
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Method: aggregate analysis of genomic features 
around loops or domains

average profile

individual profiles distance from loop base (or domain boundary)
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TSS Enrichment
Gene



TSS Enriched At Loops



TSS Depleted Inside Loops



TSS Enriched At Domains



TSS Depleted Inside Domains



2 Fold Enrichment Near Domain

Enrichment

14% TSSs are 
within 10kb of 
peaks, while 8% 
are expected by 
chance



Chromatin States



Chromatin states have diverse behaviors 
around loop bases

ChromHMM states
(2012)
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● CCTF (insulators) not nearly as 
enriched as in loops

● higher enrichment of promoters than 
loops had

Distance from Domain Border (1kb bins)
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Chromatin states have diverse and 
different behaviors around domain 
boundaries ChromHMM states

(2012)



Rao GM Domains vs ENCODE HMM states in house GM Domains vs ENCODE HMM states

Similar by-state enrichments observed for
publicly-available & in house annotations 
of domain boundaries

Rao et. al (2014) Abdennur et. al (in preparation)



Promoter states



Camelback

ENCODE promoter states are enriched
at loop bases and domain boundaries

Distance from Loop Base (1kb bins) Distance from Domain Border (1kb bins)



Camelback

Distance from Loop Base (1kb bins) Distance from Domain Border (1kb bins)

ENCODE promoter states are enriched
at loop bases and domain boundaries



Distance from Loop Base (1kb bins) Distance from Domain Border (1kb bins)

Similar behavior for more recent 
ENCODE Roadmap (2015) TSS states



Enhancer states



ENCODE enhancer states are enriched
at loop bases but not at domain boundaries

Distance from Domain Border (1kb bins)Distance from Loop Base (1kb bins)



Strong Enhancers
● Moderate peak at domain 

boundaries
● Stay relatively enriched 

for a short distance within 
the loop bases

Distance from Loop Base (1kb bins)
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Insulator states



Distance from Loop Base (1kb bins)
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Insulators block interactions 
between genomic elements





Architectural Proteins



Protein Enrichment around Loop Bases

Rao et al. 2014
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Protein Binding Frequencies

Distance From Loop Base
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Strong CtCf Peak



Protein Binding Frequencies
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Depleted CtCf 
Signal Inside Loop



Tbp and Pol2 Enrichment at Loops

grey guys = additional 
architecutral proteins!! cool!
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Transcription 
Related 
Proteins



Architectural Proteins: 
Not as enriched at domain boundaries
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Distance From Domain Boundaries

Architectural Proteins 
have a “Camel Hump” Enrichment inside of 
domains



2 Peaks: One offset
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Distance From Domain Boundaries

Architectural Proteins 
have a “Camel Hump” Enrichment inside of 
domains



Domain Enrichment

Distance From Domain Boundaries
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Summary
● Promoter chromatin state and 

TSS are enriched at both 
domains and loops, but slightly 
more enriched at domains

● Transcription Proteins: strongest 
enrichment at domain 
boundaries

● Insulator chromatin state highly 
enriched at loops, not domains

● Enhancer state is moderately enriched 
at loops, not domains

● CTCF, Smc3, Rad21 as Architectural 
Proteins for loops, not domains



Conclusion: 
Different mechanisms underlie domain and loop formation

● Loops organized by 
architectural proteins?

● Domains organized by 
transcription? TSS



Future Research

● Explore profiles of other specific factors
● Investigate “valley” and “camelback” profiles
● Look into CTCF motif orientation at loop bases
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ENCODE (2012) 

Goal: Develop a parts list of 
functional elements in the human 
genome

https://www.encodeproject.org/

ROADMAP (2015) 

Goal: Systematically characterize 
functional elements in many primary 
human tissues and cells
Builds on the work of ENCODE, but covers a large set of 
healthy cell types to serve as “reference epigenomes”.

http://www.roadmapepigenomics.org/



Manual Annotations







● Enhancers/promoters generally enriched inside domain borders/loop
● Insulators depleted just inside of boundary

Raab and Kamakaka, 2010

Insulators could possibly bring 
together elements, or isolate them



Some states are depleted at domain/loop boundaries



ROADMAP






